
                   Born out of the Brandin Sewers : meet The RAT !          
      
             

                                                     
 
 
 
 
When I first visited the Brandin factory, Peter Herwegh took me on a tour, and as soon as I 
entered the room where the CNC-machine was installed, I noticed this lonely unfinished 
body-neck assembly lying around… 
 
As Peter was explaining about the future plans of the factory – to produce the JA Personal 
entirely in Holland – I couldn’t keep my eyes off the damn thing. All the cavities for the 
pickups, the toggle switch, the controls and the tuners had been drilled, and a layer of 
yellow primer had been applied to the top, but apart from that, it was untreated wood. 
Great smelling, raw, resonant wood… 
 
I quickly took a few photos – at that time I assumed it would be a matter of weeks before it 
would be completed to become another great finished JA – and as I left the room, it seemed 
to scream : save me from being finished…PLEASE ! Weird…. 
 
I talked to Pierre Van Wanrooij – maker of the magical ONERED-pickups that are in the JA – 
about this strange experience and the sheer beauty of the unfinished guitar – and he just 
smiled, immediately understanding what I meant. 
 
A few weeks went by, and I spent a few hours daily with the guitar that was handed over to 
me on my first visit to Hulten by the master himself, Jan Akkerman, as a result of  the 
endorsement deal Peter had offered me. 
 

                                                  
  



 
 I can honestly say - hand on heart – that this guitar has been a major game changer in my 
life as a guitar player, in that sense that I haven’t played any of my other guitars since then.  
 
The playability, the sound, the magical combination of the Filtertron and the PAF-pickup – 
invented and extensively road tested by a visionary, Jan Akkerman in the 70s and later on – 
makes the guitar offer the best of what Fender, Gibson and Gretsch have always stood for. 
 
However - slowly but surely - my growing love for this guitar started to pose a problem… 
 
The band I play in (Slow Burners) has one song where i rely heavily on a Bigsby-type tremolo 
and we usually close the gig with a slide song. For both songs I used a Gibson (respectively a 
Flying V and a LP Junior). That is : until the Brandin came into my life…. 
 
I talked to Peter about it, and together we decided to take another JA – a stunning Black one 
– and mount a Duesenberg Les trem II system to it. The guitar was meticulously adjusted by 
the very talented in-house guitar technician Mark Nerings, and got its test drive the day after 
during the next Slow Burners-gig. After I hit the first chord and gently moved the tremolo 
arm, Peter and I looked at eachother and we both thought the same thing : HOLY SH*T ! 
 
“Tremmy” was born… (by the way : I called the first one “Lucky 13” because of its serial 
number). 
 

                                           
 
Now there was only one problem left : what about the slide song ? 
 
Instinctively I went through the photos I took on my first visit to the factory, and there she 
was again : the unfinished screamer… 
 
Cautiously I asked Peter if already some work had been done to the guitar, and when he said 
“no”, I saw the light ! I explained Peter about a concept that I had been thinking of for some 
time : instead of adding things to a guitar, you take away everything you don’t need and 
bring the instrument to its bare essence. In the case of a slide guitar : one pickup, one 
volume pot, one tone pot. Period.  
 
 



Peter went to pick up the unfinished guitar, and we had a short meeting with Pierre and 
Mark, who were both enthousiastic about the idea and immediately started brainstorming 
about the stuff to be used. Pierre told me he still had a OneRed Zebra T-top style pickup 
lying around with a high output, and Mark just went to the display wall in the shop and took 
off a high quality bridge and tailpiece. The same day he would start to assemble what would 
become “The Rat”. 
 
 
 
 
                              The name is inspired by  the RATlook/RATrod cars 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                              
 
 
The next week I got a message that she was ready, and the drive to Hulten seemed to last 
for hours. I entered the building, and there she was……gorgeous……and saved from 
completion. And above all : the sound of the wood was not smothered by layers of paint and 
clearcoat. The guitar is as wood as it gets ! 
 
On the next gig, she showed her gratitude by sounding unbelievably resonant – undoubtedly 
because of the untreated wood – and by evoking reactions from the public that I had never 
encountered before : what is this thing ? Why isn’t it complete ? It looks unfinished ? I just 
needed 10 seconds to explain the concept, and they soon nodded and smiled, understanding 
what the Rat was all about. 
 
When I came home from the gig that night, I already saw the first scars on The Rat. It made 
me realize that you do have to add one thing to this guitar : LIFE. 
 
Or as my good friend Peter stated when first seeing the freshly assembled Rat in the Brandin 
Plant  : “you can’t BUY mojo ! you have to WORK for it !” 
 
So now I have the luxury of being accompanied on our band travels by three beauties that 
make heads turn every time I open up the cases : Lucky 13, Tremmy and The Rat.     
 



                                                                The Holy Trinity 
 

                                          
 
 
                                          
 
                                                                          Amen. 
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